
Gümnaasiumi valikkursuse ainekaart 

Kursuse nimetus/ 
Course title 

Introduction to Academic Writing 

Õpetaja/ Teacher Darwin Ray Baird 

Teemad/ Topics Literature and cultural studies; rhetoric. 

1. Structure: the academic skills of describing, analyzing, and evaluating; 
the concepts of ’conciseness’, ’interpretation’ and Hermeneutics.  

2. Content: The four rhetorical speeches in Milton’s Paradise Lost, book 
ii; The four temperaments of ancient Greek medicine (slides); Articles 
from Reader on Estonia (Viivi Luik); Promised Land (environmental film). 

  

 

Meetodid/ Method Students are taught concepts and skills used in academic work, through 
example, definition, and the practice of the various applications.  

Students practice ’close reading’, identifying key textual terms, and 
extracting points of argument from text. Interpretations are refined and 
modified through class discussion. 

Students practice writing concisely, but comprehensively, while learning 
to use textual evidence to support their interpretations. 

Õpiväljundid/ Expected 
outcomes 

Students will be able to use the academic skills of description, analysis, 
and evaluation, and concepts of interpretation and hermeneutics to 
help them sustain written and spoken communications; to refine 
opinions into grounded arguments; to identify essential information in 
texts; to speak and write about their ideas with increased confidence 
and clarity. 

Õppekava läbivad 
teemad/ Relevance 

The importance of this course is to help students build confidence in 
public speaking and writing. It ’softly’ introduces gymnasium students to 
disciplines that will be expected of them in university and in the global 
work-place, giving students who take this course a competitive 
advantage. 

Hindamine/ Grading Final analytical essay = 40%; in-class presentation = 40%; in-class tasks = 
20% 

Kursuse lõpetamise 
nõuded/ Requirements 

Students are required to attend classes and demonstrate understanding 
of concepts introduced in class; to be able to write clearly and 
demonstrate textual sources and give supportive reasons for their ideas 
and opinions; to speak and debate in class; to submit assignments on 
time and demonstrate ability to cover all criteria stated in instructions. 

Õppekäigud/ Field trips 
and Extras 

Guest university lecturers of relevant topics will be invited periodically. 
Possible research project. 

Õppevara/ Materials Primary texts as photocopied hand-outs; slide presentations; video.  
*Milton’s Paradise Lost, book ii; 
*Reader on Estonia (Viivi Luik);  
*Promised Land (environmental film). 

 


